Characters and Scenes in
ROBIN HOOD

In 4 Plates of Characters
4 Scenes
2 Wings Nos. 1 & 2

And a book adapted only to the above

Robin Hood
Maid Marian
Little John
Much
Friar Tuck
Will Scarlet
Alan-a-Dale
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Outlaw
Maid Marian and Outlaws
King Richard and Outlaws
Outlaw
Guard
Sir Guy
Sherrif
Robin Hood
Guard
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Robin Hood

Sir Guy

Guard

Seneschal

Much and Little John

Robin Hood

King Richard
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Plate 4

Outlaw

Milestone setpiece for Sc.5

Much and Little John

Outlaw

Ambush
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Scenes 1, 3 & 6
TOY THEATRE SCENES IN ROBIN HOOD
No. 1

Cut scene

Fire setpiece

Cut scene

Cut scene

Log setpiece